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Study the grain boundary triple junction segregation of phosphorus in a nickel-base 

alloy using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy on a transmission electron microscope 

Abstract 

Segregation of phosphorus at grain boundary triple junctions in a nickel-base alloy was 

measured using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy on a transmission electron microscope. 

It was found that the triple junction segregation of phosphorus varies with grain boundaries in 

that the concentration of phosphorus at triple junction can be higher or lower than that at the 

adjacent grain boundaries. A concentration gradient was detected along some grain 

boundaries within a distance of 5-100 nm from the associated triple junctions. The results are 

discussed with regards to various structural and atomistic diffusion characteristics. 

Keywords: Triple junction segregation; Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS); 

Transmission electron microscope; Ni-base alloy. 

1. Introduction 

Phosphorous (P) has traditionally been regarded detrimental in nickel (Ni)-base superalloys 

as it segregates to the grain boundary (GB) and reduces the GB cohesion [1, 2]. However, 

some evidences have also been found that P can be beneficial for the stress rupture life of 

wrought superalloys also due to its GB segregation [3-5]. Some research has been done on 

the GB Segregation of P in Ni-base alloys [6, 7]. Compared with GB segregation, segregation 

of P to GB triple junctions (TJs) has rarely been reported [8]. TJs, as line defects in their own 

right with specific kinetic and thermodynamic properties, have received some attentions 

recently [9, 10]. They can act as fast diffusion path due to the larger free volume compared 

with grain boundary, which has been confirmed by diffusion experiments and molecular 

dynamics modelling [10-14]. Nucleation can start from the TJ during recrystallization as it 

has much larger misorientaion gradient compared with GBs [15]. TJ can also serve as the 



nucleation site during phase transformation because of the removal of interfacial material by 

forming an embryonic secondary phase [9]. With a low mobility, it can exert a drag effect on 

the GB motion and slow down the grain growth [16]. Also, TJ affects the mechanical 

properties. For example, they have been identified as the crack nucleation site during high 

temperature creep where GB sliding happened [17]. Albeit the above studies on the TJ 

structure, diffusion and mobility, the study on the TJ chemical segregation has been very 

limited [18-22] and the possible reasons for this could be 1) geometrically a GB TJ could 

assume very different 3D configurations depending on the constituent grain boundaries such 

that the TJ could be very complex particularly when the grain sizes are very small. 2) Even 

when the grain sizes are large and that the TJs can be simplified as a line defect, the TJs need 

to be aligned with the electron beam direction before any meaningful high resolution 

microanalysis (for example using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)) can be 

achieved, which is experimentally difficult and not always possible for instance due to the 

specimen geometry. Traditionally the EDS detector on a TEM is located to one side of the 

microscope such that the specimen needs to be tilted to a specific angle to maximise the X-

ray signals detectable which makes the alignment of the TJ with the electron beam even more 

challenging [19]. Due to the complex TJ structure, even computer simulations were only 

performed on those junctions associated with special GBs, such as Σ3 twin boundaries [23].  

In this  work,  an  advanced  TEM associated  with  the  Chemi-STEMTM   technology  which  

consists  of  four  symmetrically positioned  EDS  detectors  was  used  to  measure  the  

segregation  of  phosphorus  at  TJs associated with random high angle GBs in a nickel-base 

alloy. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The alloy was prepared by arc melting of Ni, Al and Ni2P with a purity of 99.99%, 99.995% 

and 99.95% respectively according to the nominal alloy composition of Ni-6%Al-0.1%P 



(at %). The alloy button was re-melted twice in order to reduce the porosity and improve the 

chemical homogeneity. The alloy was homogenized in a quartz tube filled with argon at 1300 

ºC for 48 hours. The grain size of the as-homogenised samples is more than 1 mm. In order to 

reduce the grain size of the as-homogenised samples so that making the observing grain 

boundary triple junctions in the standard TEM discs, the homogenized alloy was then 

compressed by 60% and then annealed at 700 ºC for 2 hours followed by water quenching. 

TEM foils were prepared by twin-jet polishing using a solution containing 5% HClO4 and 95% 

C2H5OH, at a current of 0.05 A and a temperature of -25 ºC and characterized using an FEI 

Talos F200 microscope operated at 200 kV. The Super-X detection system on the Talos F200 

consists of four windowless silicon drifted detectors each of 30 mm2 active area offering the 

maximum solid angle of 0.9 srad and the X-ray collection efficiency maintains high between 

-25 degrees and +25 degrees of tilting [24]. For the current study, the electron probe size of 

0.73 nm was used.  

3. Results 

Fig. 1(a) shows the EBSD orientation image map obtained from the quenched sample. The 

averaged grain size is about 40µm. Most of the TJs are composed of random GBs rather than 

Σ3 twin boundaries. An SEM image obtained from the sample used for TEM EDS 

measurement is shown in Fig.1b.  

 



Fig.1 (a) EBSD orientation map and (b) secondary electron image of the sample 

Figs. 2(a&b) show the high angle annual dark field (HAADF) images of two TJs (named TJ-I 

and TJ-II) where in each case all 3 constituent GBs were tilted to be aligned with the electron 

beam. The misorientation angles and axes associated with individual GBs were determined 

and listed in Table 1. The P concentration measured from interior of different grains remains 

the same of 0.1 at%. The EDS Spectra collected from the TJs (shown in a & b) and the grain 

interior next to the TJs are shown in Figs.2 (c & d). Obviously high P peaks can been seen on 

the spectra collected from the TJ but not in those from grain interior indicating the TJ 

segregation of P. This is more obvious from the linescan results shown in Figs. 2(e&f). The P 

concentrations are of 2.7 at% and 4.8 at% at TJ-I and TJ-II, respectively. 

 

Fig.2 HAADF image of TJ-I (a) and TJ-II (b), and the corresponding spectrum collected from 

the TJ-I (c) and that from TJ-II (d) together with those from the corresponding grain interiors. 

The P concentration profiles obtained from the linescan across TJ-I and TJ-II as shown by the 

red lines in (a) and (b) are presented in (e) and (f), respectively. 

Fig.3 shows the EDS elemental maps obtained from the two TJs. GB and TJ segregation of P 

is obvious. Since the sample was heat-treated at 700 ºC and then water quenched, the 



segregation observed can be regarded as non-equilibrium segregation developed during the 

cooling process. P has been regarded to be substitutional [25, 26] and can diffuse to the grain 

boundary by forming vacancy-P complexes. The driving force is the concentration gradient 

of the solute-vacancy complexes between the grain interior and the GB or TJ [27]. 

Equilibrium segregation during annealing at 700°C can be neglected as the diffusion 

coefficient of the complexes is several orders of magnitude higher than that of P [7]. This can 

also be verified by the width of the segregation area measured. Equilibrium segregation width 

is typically only several atomic layers [28], while the non-equilibrium segregation can be 

several nanometres wide [29], consistent with the line scan results currently obtained. 

Table. 1 Misorientation angles associated with individual GBs and the P concentration 

measured from each GB, TJ and the adjacent grain interior. 

TJ GB 
Misorientati

on angle (°) 

Misorientation 

axis 

GB 

concentration 

(at%) 

TJ 

concentration 

(at%) 

Matrix 

concentration 

(at%) 

TJ-I 

GB1 40.8 0.75, 0.53, -0.96 4.0±0.4 
 

2.7±0.3 

 

0.1±0.03 
GB2 42.0 0.88, 0.30, 0.99 3.9±0.4 

GB3 53.2 0.30, 1.41, 1.04 1.8±0.2 

TJ-II 

GB1 43.9 1.33, 0.14, 0.05 4.1±0.4 

4.8±0.4 0.1±0.03 GB2 32.7 -0.05, 0.13, 1.08 3.2±0.3 

GB3 55.3 -0.59, 1.21, 0.96 1.6±0.2 

 

As shown in Table 1, the P concentrations at different GBs are different in that GB3 has 

obviously lower value than GB1 and GB2, in both cases. This is shown more clearly in Fig.4 

which presents the spectra collected from the TJs, constituent GBs and adjacent grain interior. 

The P concentration at GBs varies from 1.6 at.% to 4.1 at.%. This is probably due to the fact 

that GB free volume acts as the segregation sites for solute atoms, which varies with GB 



characters. For instance, calculation has indicated that the free volume varies with the 

misorientation angles and rotation axes [27]. 

 

Fig. 3 EDS elemental maps obtained from TJ-I (upper) and TJ-II (lower) 

Fig. 4 also shows that the P concentration at TJ-I is higher than that at GB3 but lower than 

that at GB1 and GB2, while the P concentration at TJ-II is higher than all the constituent GBs, 

consistent with the results shown in fig.2. 

 



Fig. 4. Comparison of the spectra collected from TJs and constituent GBs shown in fig.2. TJ-I 

(a) and TJ-2 (b). 

In the above measurements, the P concentration on GBs was measured from positions located 

at least a few hundred of nanometres away from the TJs. The P concentrations along the GBs 

towards TJ-I were also measured and the results are shown in Fig. 5. While the concentration 

of P at TJ-I is about 2.7 at%, the concentration of P increased to about 3.9 at% over a distance 

of about 100 nm from TJ-I along GB2. The concentration of P decreased from 2.7 at%  at  

TJ-I  to  about  1.8  at%  over  a  distance  of  about  40  nm  along  GB3.  The P 

concentration profile along GB1 is characterized with a sharp increase to about 4.0 at% 

within 5 nm from TJ-I. 

 

Fig. 5. P concentration profile measured versus the distance from TJ-I along different GBs. 

4. Discussion 



To the authors’ best knowledge, Yin et al [18] reported the first experimental measurement of 

TJ chemical composition, performed using EDS on a nano-crystalline Cu sample. While their 

experiment has clearly shown the segregation of Bi to the GB and TJ, no experimental details 

about the alignment of the GBs and the TJ with the electron beam were given. As mentioned 

earlier the alignment of a TJ with the electron beam in a nano-crystalline sample would be 

practically very difficult. Based on a purposely prepared tricrystal foil, Sorbello et al [19] 

observed the segregation of impurity elements (P and Sn) to the TJ after tilting one of the 

three GBs to be edge on. More recently, 3D atom probe studies [20-22] have reported the 

segregation of Bi to the TJs in Ni and C segregation to TJ in steel. Molecular dynamics and 

Monte  Carlo  simulation  indicated  that  Mg  segregated  to  TJ  in  Al  and  resulted  in  the 

formation of nuclei of an ordered phase [30]. Due to the existence of free volume at the TJ, it 

can serve as the vacancy sinks, just like GB and surface [31]. In the present work, it is likely 

that the fast cooling during the water quenching from 700 °C led to the vacancy annihilation 

at TJ and hence the concentration gradient between the grain interior and TJ. It is plausible 

that the subsequent directional diffusion of the solute-vacancy complex to the TJ thus led to 

the observed TJ segregation. As suggested in [18], the different TJ concentrations measured 

can be attributed to the structural differences between the TJs which are dependent on 

parameters such as the misorientation angles, rotation axes and the constituent grain 

boundary planes.  A quantitative relationship is currently not available and also out of the 

scope of the current paper, due to the complexity of the TJ structure. The number of degree of 

freedom needed to describe a TJ and the constituent grain boundaries suggest that 

misorientation is, but not the sole parameter that one should consider in defining the structure 

and therefore understanding the chemical segregation at a TJ. 

It is generally agreed that a TJ have a larger free volume and therefore a faster diffusion path 

than the constituent GBs. For instance, the TJ diffusion coefficient of Ni in Cu [10-12], Zn in 



Al [32] and Ge in Si [13] was 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than the corresponding GB 

diffusion coefficients. Molecular dynamics simulation [14] has also confirmed that TJ 

segregation would be expected due to the large free volume. This is consistent with the 

experimental results of Bi in Cu where the Bi concentration at TJ was higher than those at 

both a special GB and random large angle GBs [18]. Monte Carlo simulation result also 

indicated that Pd is segregated to the TJ more than to special GBs [33]. Along this line, one 

would expect that the P concentration at TJs should be always higher than that at GBs. 

However, this contradicts with the current results which show that the P concentration at TJ 

can be lower than that at the constituent grain boundaries (cf. 2.7 at% at TJ-1 versus 4.0 at% 

at GB1 and 3.9 at% at GB2). This suggests that the free volume is not the only factor that 

determines the TJ segregation level. Although the electron probe size is small (0.73 nm), the 

electron beam spreading within the specimen may lead to the underestimate of the 

segregation level. The fact that the higher P concentration at TJ-2 than that at all three 

constituent GBs implies that the segregation of P measurement at the TJ observed cannot be 

caused by electron beam spreading. 

Using Monte Carlo simulation, the segregation of Y in Mg to TJ composed of 2 twin 

boundaries  and  1  random  high  angle  GB  was  investigated  [23].  It was found that Y 

concentration at TJ is composition dependent and can be lower than random the high angle 

GB and even the twin boundaries though the average free volume of TJ was always higher 

than other GBs. A comparison of the segregation and non-segregation site at TJ indicated that 

some of the atomic Voronoi polyhedrons cannot serve as the segregation site due to a large 

anisotropic factor.  In  addition  to  the  volume  and  anisotropic  factor  of  the  Voronoi 

polyhedron, the shortest interatomic distance and coordination number were regarded as the 

secondary factors affecting the Y segregation. The simulation results suggested that higher 



free volume, smaller anisotropic factor, larger nearest atomic distance and higher 

coordination number enhance the segregation level [23].  

Nonetheless the possibility that the free volume at TJs is lower than that at GBs cannot be 

excluded. For instance, it has been shown that TJs energy can be comparable or even lower 

than that of GBs [34, 35]. TJ diffusion coefficient is normally 2-3 orders higher than, but 

sometimes can also be comparable with, GB diffusion coefficient [36]. Therefore it is 

plausible that the free volume at TJs can be comparable or even lower than that at the 

adjacent GBs. 

Another possible reason that TJ concentration is not necessarily higher than GBs can be 

explained by the binding energy and the activation energy of vacancy diffusion. As discussed 

in [27], vacancy diffusion to a GB results in a gradient of the complex and the enrichment of 

solutes at GB. So GB diffusion of vacancy plays a key role in determining the segregation 

level [31]. Using molecular statics modelling along with the nudged elastic band method, the 

binding energy and the activation energy of vacancy diffusion at several TJs in Al, Cu and Ni 

were calculated [31]. Due to its large binding energy of up to 1.2 eV, the activation energy of 

vacancy diffusion in Ni was found to be larger than that in Al and Cu, within the range from 

2.26 eV to 2.57 eV. This can be higher than the activation energy of vacancy diffusion along 

GBs. For example, the activation energy of vacancy diffusion determined using molecular 

statics  based  on  embedded-atom-method  potentials  was  below  1.8  eV  along  Σ5  (210) 

boundaries in Ni [37], which is consistent with the calculation for Σ5 (1.5 eV), Σ11 (1.8 eV) 

and Σ37 (1.7 eV) GBs [38]. Therefore, the higher activation energy of vacancy diffusion 

contributes to a slower mobility of the vacancy along TJ and eventually lower the TJ 

segregation level compared with that at GBs. Therefore the relative segregation level at TJ 

with regards to that at constituent GBs has contribution from both the structural parameters 



such as the free volume, anisotropic factor, atomic distance, coordination number and also 

atomic diffusion characteristics including the binding energy and activation energy. 

As shown in Fig. 4, P concentration on GBs varies with the distance from the TJ. Similar 

observations have been reported where Bi concentration along GB varies within a distance of 

5 nm to 80 nm from a TJ in Cu [14]. Two possible reasons have been proposed regarding the 

interplay between a TJ and its constituent GBs [18]. If the sample is in equilibrium, the 

concentration  gradient  can  be  attributed  to  the  decaying  strain  field  of  the  TJ  on  the 

constituent  GBs  [39] which  may  alter  the  GB  structure,  especially  the  size  and/or  the 

geometry of the free volume available for the segregation. If the sample is in non-equilibrium 

status such as in the case of the current study, the concentration gradient may result from the 

diffusion of solute atom from TJ to the constituent GBs or in reverse direction, depending on 

the structural characteristics and atomistic diffusion characteristics. 

5. Conclusions 

The current work has been demonstrated that a modern STEM EDS system with multi-

detectors can effectively be used to detect elemental segregation to GBs and TJs. Non-

equilibrium P segregation to TJs has been confirmed in a Ni-base alloy. The P concentration 

at TJs can be lower or higher than the constituent GBs. The P concentration gradient exists 

within a distance ranging from a few nanometres to 100 nm from the TJs along the 

constituent GBs. It is believed that the TJ segregation information could be important for a 

better understanding of the structure and property evolution of materials such as the grain 

growth kinetics, the development of functional nano-crystalline materials or in more general 

term the GB engineering. 
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